
A circular wallk starting from Tring Town Centre.

Approximate time: allow 2 hours

Approximate distance: 5.5 miles (11 kilometres)
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This route follows definitive rights of way  
and quiet roads.

Tring Station, 
Wigginton and 
Tring Park

Please follow the Country Code.

•	 Leave gates in the position you find them

•	 Leave only your own footprints

•	 Take away your litter

•	 Keep dogs under control

Do wear sensible clothing for your own comfort. 

Strong footwear is recommended, particularly 

after rain; you may encounter some muddy 

stretches on this route.

This guide was produced by Tring Town Council  
with support from Hertfordshire County Council’s  

Parish Paths Partnership.
 

The walk was suggested by John Savage,  
and the route was researched and compiled by  

Ray Flanigan in June 2018.
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the Ridgeway path opposite (from here you  

could visit Wigginton and its Greyhound pub),  

to a gate past a terrace of cottages.

 Continue through the gate – you’re now 

entering Tring Park. Continue to a junction of 

paths. Here you leave the Ridgeway (which turns 

sharply to the left), and take the centre path quite 

steeply downhill. Cross a broader path, and then 

another, in your descent (this path can be muddy 

and slippery in wet weather, but an alternative 

gentler descent is reasonably obvious, via the 

‘Obelisk’ – see a local map of the Park).

 Bear right through a gate to cross the lower 

level of Tring Park, to an obvious pedestrian 

bridge straight ahead, which will take you across 

the busy A41. As you cross the bridge, look up 

right, through the ‘Avenue of Lime Trees’, planted 

in the time of the Rothschilds. You will see their 

erstwhile Mansion ahead, as you descend the 

other side. Continue on this fenced path to a road  

(close to the NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM – another 

place well worth a visit), but cross and take the 

path opposite, slightly to the right, which takes 

you into town via ‘BANK ALLEY’. It’s something  

of a surprise to eventually emerge into the busy 

HIGH STREET! Cross to the DOLPHIN SQUARE 

shopping precinct and walk through to the  

car park, and journey’s end!

 Continue up MARSHCROFT LANE for about a 

half mile, to an obvious bridge over the Grand 

Union Canal. Just before the bridge take the 

signed footpath up to the right. Follow the 

hedgeline along the field. With the canal below 

you to your left, follow the same path for nearly 

a mile along the edge of three fields. Eventually 

the path turns left towards the canal, to reach 

STATION ROAD (beside a house). Turn left onto 

the road and after 200m, cross the road and 

turn right into BEGGARS LANE (to your left is the 

roadbridge over the canal.)

 After 150m, take the signed footpath to the 

right, and join the RIDGEWAY NATIONAL TRAIL. 

Follow the fenced path (middle, to the left) up 

the hill. As you climb, look back to views across 

to the Ashridge Forest and the Bridgewater 

Monument. You’ll probably also spot Blue Jays – 

common in this area. Eventually, the path crosses 

the ‘old’ A41 – cross to the opposite pavement, 

and after 75m continue on the Ridgeway path 

to the left. After a short distance, the path crosses 

the A41 by-pass at a lofty height on the bridge 

known locally as ‘the Gateway to Tring’. Continue 

to a road – ‘THE TWIST’ – bear right, cross the road, 

and then almost immediately left  to continue on 

the Ridgeway path.

 With views to the right over Tring and the Vale of 

Aylesbury (spot Mentmore Towers on the horizon), 

pass an Ordnance Survey triangulation point 

to cross another road – ODDY HILL – and follow 
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The Walk
Conventions: stiles are progressively being replaced by kissing 

gates, so beyond publication date (2018), you may find this 

has happened in places on this circuit.

The walk starts and finishes at the car park behind 

DOLPHIN SQUARE.

 From the car park, walk up towards the church 

of St Peter and St Paul (it’s worth a look inside!). 

Take the cobbled path at the rear of the church, 

to pass the Tring Parish Hall on your left. Cross 

a minor road to go through a small archway 

(not the larger arch into Sutton Court to your 

left). Carry straight ahead into the bottom of 

the Forge car park, and slightly downhill to exit 

the car park through ‘Tring Market Place’ and 

onto BROOK STREET (with the Tring Local History 

Museum on your right – currently open on Fridays 

and Saturdays only).

 Turn right and cross BROOK STREET, then walk 

up MORTIMER HILL. Continue up, passing Tring 

School on the left, to CHILTERN WAY. Follow 

this road round to the right, but when it turns 

again to the left, enter the little cul-de-sac 

straight ahead. Cross a small green to another  

cul-de-sac (SULGRAVE CRESCENT), then cross 

to a fenced path on the right. This takes you  

through to a large tree on GROVE ROAD.  

Bear right across the road, and turn almost 

immediately left into MARSHCROFT LANE.
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